The All-New Fuji GW670n.
6 x 7 Format Camera.

FUJI C;W670II
Professional

Ideal for Location, Group and Portrait Photography.
Hot shoe allows no-code type
small strobe.

Self-cocking mechanism
prevents double exposures.
Two-stage shutter for
smooth shots.

3-position strap for
vertical, horizontal
carrying.

Shutter button lock mechanism
prevents accidental exposures.

Synchrn-socket cap
stops dirt and water.

New hand grips give you stable,
secure handling.

'------Extension-contraction
lens hood lets you
prevent glare.

Large, easy-to-read viewfinder.
The extra-large, 6 x 7 cm, easy-to-read
viewfinder is ideal for the working
professional who's business ranges from
location photography to group photos
to portraiture.
Parallax is automatically compensated for, depending on the distance
from the subject being photographed.
And focusing is carried out with an
extremely high precision, double image
interlocking mechanism.

Reliable EBe Fujinon 90 mm
1:3.5 lens.
Fujinon lenses have a well-deserved
reputation for quality This lens is
no exception. It has a reputation among
professional photographers for its
sharpness and excellent color balance.

Outstanding features of the lens
shutter.
High speed synchronization with strobe
allows a wide range of strobe effects
to be performed, including synchronized
lighting in back-lit situations. It also

provides excellent balance with natural
light and outstanding tone in the final
results.

Light-touch self-cocking shutter.
With a smooth, 2-stroke film advance,
the shutter' charger is simultaneously
completed. The self-cocking mechanism
prevents double exposures and promotes
simple operation. And thanks to the
Fuji GW670II's light-touch shutter
release button and smooth shutter,
pictures can be taken without worring
about annoying blurring.

GW670II SPECIFICATIONS
Picture size :
Film sizes
Film advance:

Film Counter·
Shutter ·

6 x 7 cm. Actual picture
size measures 56 x 68 .5 mm.
120 half-roll film. 5 frames,
120 roll film. 10 frames,
220 roll film. 20 frames.
Lever on camera top,
2-stroke advance (1st stroke
138°, 2nd stroke depends
on film roll diameter),
self-cocking shutter Double
exposure prevention.
Automatic reset additive
type: 120 112· 120·220
changing method.
# 0 mechanical lens shutter.
T 1 1/ 500 sec.
X-contact hot shoe and
synchro-socket included.
Two-position shutter with
shutter button locking
mechanism.

Lens.

EBC Fujinon 90 mm fl3.5,
5 elements 5 components.
52° angle of view (diagonal
line). (equivalent to 35 mm,
f = 44 mm.) Filter radius
67rj> mm, p=0.75.
Minimum photographic
distance: 1 m, Minimllm
aperture : fl32, extensioncontraction lens hood
(in lens body).
Distance meter· Double-image, coupled
range-viewfinder
Finder·
Magnification. 0.75.
Range: 1 m . 950/0,
00
92% . Base length.
59 mm (effective base
length . 44.3 mm) .
Auto parallax
compensation.

Measurements.
Weight.
Others

Accessories.

120 mm(H) x 200 mm(W)
x 128 mm(D) (with hood
installed) .
1,445 grams.
Shutter shot counter
included. 1201220 changing
method, includes film
indicator pocket on back
cover strap attachment.
three locations for vertical,
horizontal carrying.
Soft case, strap, eye cup.
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